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Postcolonial Collaborator (Kolkata: Anustup). I met Professor Chaudhury 
and had a few long conversations. He appreciated my conceptualisation of 
redundancy in hegemonic space and surplus population, which inspired me. 
Later, in my MPhil dissertation at Oxford, I focussed on labour and the 
concept of surplus population. Finally, I returned to redundancy in hegem-
onic space in my doctoral dissertation, which I defended in 2009. Thus, this 
book grew out of various dissertations that I wrote since 2001. I worked 
with the M.S. Swaminathan Research Foundation (MSSRF) in the tribal 
villages of Koraput in Odisha. Here, I came to know about the anti-mining 
movement in Kashipur. R.V. Bhavani and Bibhu Mohanty were my guiding 
lights at MSSRF.

I commenced fieldwork for this book in 2005 and continued until the 
‘fall’ of the anti-mining movement in 2014. In this long period, I was fortu-
nate to meet a range of people who enhanced my understanding of the 
context, dynamics, and trajectory of political development in Kashipur, 
Odisha and the tribal areas of central India. At the heart of the project were 
assistance, shelter, and food provided by Achyut and Vidhya Das and the 
staff members of Agragamee. I am forever thankful to them. Debaranjan 
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my queries and critiques patiently. Bhagaban Majhi and Krushna Saunta 
gave extended interviews on multiple occasions and introduced me to other 
activists and politicians. The people of Kucheipadar and the nearby villages 
had welcomed me to their homes, shared the experiences of participating in 
the movement, and their interpretation of the events that unfolded over 
almost 20 years. Rabi Pradhan was always around as I roamed the villages 
and talked to people, often acting as a translator. Various executive, staff 
members, and ‘communicators-motivators’ working for the Utkal Alumina 
spoke to me on the condition of anonymity. In Bhubhaneswar, Sudhir 
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1 Introduction
Politics of Primitive Accumulation

This book studies the relationship between capitalism and democracy. 
Capitalism can expand in three ways: by appropriating absolute and relative 
surplus values and deploying the surplus in the circuits of capital accumula-
tion, by appropriating differential rents (capitalisation of natural endow-
ments, technology and innovations, branding, etc.) and ground rent 
(capitalisation of property and intellectual rights), and through the so-called 
primitive accumulation of capital, which operates outside the circuits of 
capital. I will explore how primitive accumulation of capital occurs in a 
democracy. We can flip this point and ask: what kind of ‘democracy’ allows 
primitive accumulation of capital to occur? Consequently, the book analyses 
how ‘democracy’ gets constructed in the zones of primitive accumulation.

Part I: Primitive Accumulation of Capital and Antagonism

In the classical political economy, primitive accumulation of capital explains 
the origin of capitalism. For Karl Marx, capitalism arose “when great masses 
of men [were] suddenly and forcibly torn from their means of subsistence 
and hurled as free and ‘unattached’ proletarians on the labour-market. The 
expropriation of the agricultural producer, of the peasant, from the soil, 
[was] the basis of the whole process” (Marx 1867: 876). The direct and rela-
tively independent producers, mostly small-scale farmers, blacksmiths, weav-
ers, carpenters, etc., were evicted or separated from their means of production 
along with the destruction of all other supplementary sources of reproduc-
tion of lives such as denial of access to forests and firewood (Linebaugh 
1976) and privatisation of the commons. As a result, they lost their auton-
omy and became dependent on selling their labour-power in the market. 
Thus, the historic presuppositions of capitalist production were the availabil-
ity of “(a) money in the hands of the capitalist, (b) means of production to be 
used as constant and variable capital, and (c) free wage-[labour]” (Sanyal 
2007: 47). The emergence of capitalism, therefore, involved a two-step pro-
cess: first, separation of direct producers from their means of production, and 
second, sale of those means of production and labour-power in the market as 
commodities (i.e., the commodification of means of production and labour-
power), which the capitalists bought (in the market) with their money.

http://dx.doi.org/10.4324/9781003307860-1


2 Introduction

The concept of primitive accumulation of capital helps us see capitalism’s 
development as a political process, dependent on the violence of the state 
and capital, and the force of law, and informal social violence. As Marx 
(2010: 668, emphasis added) writes,

The capitalist system presupposes the complete separation of the 
labourers from all property in the means by which they can realise their 
labour. As soon as capitalist production is once on its own legs, it not 
only maintains this separation but reproduces it on a continually 
extending scale. The process, therefore, that clears the way for the cap-
italist system, can be none other than the process which takes away 
from the labourer the possession of his means of production; a process 
that transforms, on the one hand, the social means of subsistence and 
of production into capital, on the other, the immediate producers into 
wage labourers. The so-called primitive accumulation, therefore, is 
nothing else than the historical process of divorcing [i.e., evicting and 
dispossessing] the producer from the means of production. It appears 
as primitive because it forms the prehistoric stage of capital and of the 
mode of production corresponding with it.

The necessary separation between the owners–purchasers of means of pro-
duction and the owners–sellers of labour-power in capitalism creates conflict 
and violence. John Rosenthal argues that this separation creates a polarity 
and begets a specific “social structure of production which is [also] the con-
dition of capitalist accumulation” (Rosenthal 1988: 49). This separation con-
stitutes the political moment in capitalism. Since such a separation must be 
reproduced perpetually [i.e., continuous primitive accumulation and avoid-
ance of seizure of means of production by the workers], politics is embedded 
within capitalism: “this political instance is indeed among its [capital’s] con-
ditions” (ibid.: 51). The division is the “political ground upon which the eco-
nomic processes of capitalist accumulation could emerge” (ibid.: 51-52, 
emphasis in original). The separation between capital and wage-labour bears 
the “trace of politics which must be supposed already to have operated; it 
also delineates the configuration of a political space that very process of cap-
italist production taken as a whole must continually re-open” (ibid.: 52).

Even if this “political space” re-opens, is it necessary that it would create 
an organic crisis in the polity and polarise it? Michel Foucault shows us 
how the historical structuration of power and the development of a series of 
modalities of exercise of power in Europe regulated this “political space” 
and managed (i.e., absorbed and deflected) the capitalist antagonism.1

Michel Foucault’s History of Transformation of Power vis-à-vis 
Capitalism

Michel Foucault’s Discipline and Punish (1977) and the subsequent lectures 
at the Collège de France can be read as a companion volume to Marx’s 
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Capital. Marx studies the emergence of capitalism, primitive accumulation, 
dynamics of the labour process, appropriation of surplus value, and accu-
mulation of capital. Foucault examines the parallel transformation in poli-
tics and statecraft in the wake of primitive accumulation of capital, which 
resolved the labour question of capital in Europe/France. Foucault shows 
how democracy managed capitalist transformation and primitive accumu-
lation in Europe through the coevolution and entanglement of the practices 
of the government, judiciary, and civil society with the emerging capitalist 
imperatives. This entanglement of the state, civil society, and capital together 
created, what Foucault calls, the modalities of the functioning of power in 
a society (or Europe).

Disciplinary power and biopower are the two modalities of power, which 
subject life—the body and the population, respectively—to corrective and 
regulatory mechanisms. Disciplinary power envelopes the individual 
(Foucault 1977: 129), analysing and manipulating the body by imposing a 
regime of exercises on it. It creates an intricate network of capillaries and 
engages with the body at the micro-level. It aims to produce an “obedient 
subject, the individual subjected to habits, rules, orders” (ibid.: 128); in 
short, docility. Disciplinary power combines docility with the capitalist 
imperative of utility so that the body is “subjected, used, transformed and 
improved” (ibid.: 136).

Biopower is concerned with the question of life and death, regulating life 
at the macro level of the population, which has “a set of constants and 
regularities” and “a number of modifiable variables” (Foucault 2007a: 74). 
Biopower establishes a threshold within which it tries to manage the mor-
tality rates, life expectancy, birth rate, etc. (Foucault 2004: 246), through 
which it wants to regularise the society. It “exerts a positive influence on 
life, that [endeavours] to administer, optimise, and multiply it, subjecting it 
to precise controls and comprehensive regulations” (Foucault 1978: 137). 
The interventions at the level of the population produce a “collective inter-
est through the play of desire” (Foucault 2007a: 73). These new modalities 
of power “[distribute] the living in the domain of value and utility” (Foucault 
1978: 144 and passim). Such a distribution is organised “around the norm,” 
instead of law, through which power can “qualify, measure, appraise, and 
hierarchise.” Such operation of power “[centred] on life” finally converts 
the disciplinary society into a normalising society.

The development of disciplinary and biopower was necessary to expand 
capitalism in Europe. These modern technologies of power allowed “the 
controlled insertion of bodies into the machinery of production and the 
adjustment of the phenomena of population to economic processes” 
(Foucault 1978: 140 and passim). Power became omnipotent, “present at 
every level of the social body and utilised by very diverse institutions.” The 
new forms of segregation and hierarchisation became possible, “guarantee-
ing relations of domination and effects of hegemony.” Thereby, the process 
of accumulation of capital converged with the process of accumulation of 
men (“the growth of human groups”).
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Foucault’s genealogy of modern modalities and technologies of power 
shows how Europe/France managed primitive accumulation and resolved 
the labour question of capital by converting the floating population (multi-
tude) of dispossessed and displaced people into an ordered multiplicity. The 
triangulation of political imperatives of discipline, docility, and control, and 
the capitalist imperatives of utility, productivity, and accumulation was pos-
sible because primitive accumulation was a singular event, not a repetitive 
or a continuous one. Therefore, capitalist accumulation was a linear pro-
cess, and the emerging modalities of power resolved the labour question 
internally2 by making labour a second-order multiplicity drawn from a 
population.3

Foucault studied these modalities of power vis-à-vis the labour question 
of capital. Following Foucault, we need to explore the history of the trans-
formation of power vis-à-vis the land question of capital, i.e., finding, grab-
bing, and extracting natural resources to expand capitalism. Understanding 
contemporary capitalist development and its trajectory in the postcolonial 
countries is critical in this task, which David Harvey and Kalyan Sanyal 
help us undertake.

David Harvey and the Two Circuits of Accumulation of Capital

David Harvey argues that there are two circuits of capital accumulation: 
accumulation by reproduction and accumulation by dispossession. Harvey 
(2003) explains that capitalist accumulation occurs by appropriating the 
surplus value in the expanded reproduction of capital, which is an internal 
process of capitalism. Harvey calls it “accumulation by reproduction.” 
However, capitalism faces two crises—underconsumption (demand-side 
problem) and overaccumulation4 (supply-side problem). The crisis of 
underconsumption arises when a general lack of effective demand slows 
down capitalism, and the “trade with non-capitalist social formations pro-
vides the only systematic way to stabilise” capitalism (Harvey 2003: 138) 
because it “opens up demand for both investment goods and consumer 
goods elsewhere” (ibid.: 139). The crisis of overaccumulation arises when 
there are “surpluses of capital (in commodity, money, or productive capac-
ity forms) and surpluses of labour-power,” but there are no “means to 
bring them together profitably to accomplish socially useful tasks” (ibid.: 
88). The accumulated capital does not find opportunities for profitable 
investment within the existing circuit of expanded reproduction of capital. 
“Geographical expansion and spatial reorganisation provide” an avenue 
for investment (ibid.: 88). Following Rosa Luxemburg, Harvey argues that 
reinvestment generates demand for capital goods and other inputs. 
Therefore, in both cases, capitalism necessarily and always needs an ‘out-
side’ as new markets for manufactured goods and services, sources of raw 
materials, and spaces for new investments (greenfield projects) for its sta-
bilisation. Harvey calls this process of accumulation, which depends on 
the “outside,” and often the use of violence, “accumulation by 
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dispossession.” He lists the processes through which this “accumulation by 
dispossession” (as opposed to “accumulation by reproduction”) can take 
place:

commodification and privatisation of land and the forceful expulsion 
of peasant populations; the conversion of various forms of property 
rights (common, collective, state, etc.) into exclusive private property 
rights; the suppression of rights to the commons; the commodification 
of labour-power and the suppression of alternative (indigenous) forms 
of production and consumption; colonial, neo-colonial, and imperial 
processes of appropriation of assets (including natural resources); the 
monetisation of exchange and taxation, particularly of land; the slave 
trade and usury, the national debt, and ultimately the credit system as 
radical means of primitive accumulation.

(ibid.: 145)

Harvey helps us understand why the internal crises within capitalism, i.e., 
the political economic imperatives, require an external resolution, which 
makes the territorial expansion of global capitalism in the postcolonial hin-
terlands such as the Fifth Schedule Areas of central India inevitable. 
However, he does not dwell upon the political conditions that facilitate or 
obstruct accumulation by dispossession, which I want to explore in this 
book.

Kalyan Sanyal on Postcolonial Capitalism and Primitive Accumulation

Kalyan Sanyal engages with the theoretical questions of the nature of capi-
talism and the continuation of primitive accumulation of capital in postco-
lonial countries such as India. He does not consider primitive accumulation 
as the prehistoric stage of capital. Instead, he sees primitive accumulation as 
a necessary part of capitalist development and expansion. Sanyal develops 
his thesis on postcolonial capitalism and primitive accumulation by criticis-
ing the concept of “self-subsistence capital” (2007: 48). He writes,

…if capitalist production, to ensure its self-reproduction, has to depend 
on its outside, then [..] it is not self-subsistent capital but only capital in 
arising. Capitalist production is self-subsistent only when its entire 
requirement of wage goods and capital goods is produced within the 
domain of capital.

(ibid.: 49 emphases added)

According to Sanyal, Marx conceptualises primitive accumulation in an 
ex-post manner, explaining the origin of capitalism using the structural 
logic of fully formed capitalism. Sanyal takes a contrarian view and argues 
that “self-subsistence capital” [i.e., self-reproducing capital] is impossible—
at least in the Third World—and primitive accumulation is “a moment of 
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the existence of full-fledged capital” (Sanyal 2007: 49 and passim). He 
explains,

Self-subsistence means department I and II (i.e., the investment good 
sector and the wage good sector, respectively) mutually support each 
other in the process of expanded reproduction and do not engage in 
any transactions with the outside for the renewal of the conditions of 
their reproduction. 5

(emphasis added)

The validity of his thesis rests on demonstrating that postcolonial capital-
ism must continuously engage with “the outside.”

Sanyal distinguishes accumulation within the capitalist system of produc-
tion from primitive accumulation of capital based on the valorisation of 
value, which produces a surplus. He explains, “Capitalist accumulation is the 
transformation of this surplus into new capital” (Sanyal 2007: 51 and pas-
sim). But there is no economic surplus (surplus value or surplus labour) in 
primitive accumulation. In England and Scottish Highlands, primitive accu-
mulation rendered the earlier means of labour (food and raw materials) a

marketable surplus for the capitalist landlords … [, and] found its way 
into capitalist production as capital through market exchange. Only 
when it was combined with [already available] commodified [labour] 
power within the capitalist system of production, an economic surplus 
in the form of surplus value started being produced….. it is not a trans-
fer of economic surplus from pre-capitalist, agricultural sector to the 
capitalist industrial sector.

(ibid.: 50–51)

The central argument of Sanyal’s thesis is that, in the contemporary Third 
World, primitive accumulation releases the means of labour to capitalist 
production. However, the expropriated direct producers, who are left only 
with their labour-power, can no longer turn that into a commodity and sell 
in the market. Capitalism cannot employ them. “They are condemned to 
the world of the excluded, the redundant, the dispensable, having nothing 
to lose, not even the chains of wage-slavery” (Sanyal 2007: 53). This devel-
opment is not a question of the production of a reserve army of labourers 
(which, according to him, is internal to the capitalist system) but an unsolv-
able unemployment problem (exterior to capitalism). The primitive accu-
mulation creates a wasteland. Pranab Bardhan (2018: 19) calls it 
“dispossession without proletarianisation.”6

Sanyal’s theorisation of postcolonial capitalism ultimately engages with 
the labour question in contemporary capitalism. Surplus and unemployable 
labour is politically untenable in a democracy, and primitive accumulation 
needs to be legitimised. The capitalist system reverses some effects of prim-
itive accumulation through development interventions to counter the 
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problem of surplus labour. The state supplies some means of production to 
these surplus labourers to meet their needs.7 A need economy is created to 
support the livelihoods of the dispossessed. Therefore, capitalism needs to 
be understood as a complex system comprising the logics of capital and 
non-capital. The logic of capital is realised in the valorisation of value (pro-
duction of surplus) and accumulation of capital. The logic of non-capital is 
realised in the production for meeting reproductive needs, with the produc-
tion of no or little surplus. Valorisation of value distinguishes the two econ-
omies. The transfer of resources from the capitalist economy to the need 
economy through development interventions connects the two. Through 
this theorisation of capitalism, Sanyal also counters the “transition to capi-
talism” narrative and its implicit teleology of destruction of pre-capitalist 
societies and the emergence of a homogenous capitalist economy.

Kalyan Sanyal and Partha Chatterjee on the Politics of Primitive 
Accumulation

Kalyan Sanyal does not engage with the event of primitive accumulation and 
therefore does not reflect on the politics and violence involved in this pro-
cess. As we know, Marx’s concept of primitive accumulation has two steps: 
(i) forced separation of direct producers from their means of labour and (ii) 
sale of those means in the market. Sanyal is concerned about the second step 
and the consequences of primitive accumulation, i.e., capitalism’s inability 
to absorb the dispossessed direct producers. The non-engagement with the 
first step creates two problems. First, he gives us a technical account of the 
immediate aftermath of primitive accumulation: the (potential) capitalists 
buy the means of labour released in the market once the direct producers are 
expropriated and dispossessed. He argues (2007: 51) that primitive accumu-
lation “is [the] capitalisation of already existing means of labour rather than 
[the] creation of new capital.” By avoiding the first step of primitive accumu-
lation, Sanyal does not tell us what allows primitive accumulation to take 
place and how the sites of primitive accumulation are historically structured. 
For him, the primitive accumulation of capital poses a legitimisation prob-
lem within a democracy. The reversal of the effects of primitive accumula-
tion by the state [and non-governmental organisations (NGOs)] solves that 
problem. Beyond this, we do not get a nuanced understanding of how poli-
tics is intertwined with this form of postcolonial capitalism, facilitating or 
obstructing primitive accumulation. Second, since Sanyal treats “commod-
ity” as a generalised and, therefore, ahistorical economic category, i.e., not a 
specific category of capitalism (refer to Sanyal 2007: 3), so he takes the 
conversion of a thing into a commodity, i.e., the process of commodification, 
for granted. As we will see in Chapter 6, any discussion on the politics of 
primitive accumulation cannot ignore the process of commodification or 
take the emergence of land as a commodity for granted.

Partha Chatterjee’s 2008 Economic and Political Weekly article can be read 
as a political commentary on Kalyan Sanyal’s thesis.8 Chatterjee (2008) engages 
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with the recent economic liberalisation in India, which has transformed the 
structure of political power, particularly the strategy of passive revolution of 
capital.9 Chatterjee argues that continuous and rapid economic growth has 
been possible due to “continued primitive accumulation” (Chatterjee 2008: 
61). Following Sanyal, he thinks the primary producers, such as peasants, 
artisans, and petty manufacturers, will lose their livelihood because of 
primitive accumulation. The emerging capitalism will not be able to absorb 
or employ them in the sectors controlled by corporate capital (ibid.: 55). To 
put it analytically, when the possibility of social reproduction (i.e., liveli-
hood) of a population group, who does not own or possess adequate means 
of production, cannot be found either in the market exchanges or the state 
guarantees, then this population group can have two options: claim 
resources from the governments or resort to violation of property rights 
(encroach upon public land and footpaths, steal water, coal, and electricity, 
etc.). Through the community’s collective agency, this group gains the 
resources of social reproduction and claims those as a matter of quasi-group 
rights. The bureaucratic apparatus tolerates such violations and declares 
these as exceptions (ibid.: 61) because it knows the limit of the state’s capac-
ity to supply resources and the democratic electoral pressure, impunity 
offered by, and mediation of, the political apparatus. The people negotiate 
with the state through the local political representatives, and “the results 
are never secure or permanent. Their entitlements, even when recognised, 
never quite become rights” (ibid.: 58).

Chatterjee (2008: 58) calls this “form of governmental regulation of pop-
ulation groups such as street vendors, illegal squatters and others, whose 
habitation or livelihood verge on the margins of legality” as the political 
society.10 He argues, “The unity of the state system as a whole is now main-
tained by relating civil society to political society through the logic of rever-
sal of the effects of primitive accumulation” (ibid.: 62). This way, Chatterjee 
finds common ground between his theory of political society and Sanyal’s 
thesis of postcolonial capitalism.

Beyond the analytical problem of calling informal economy and a large 
section of rural economy as “non-corporate capital,” Chatterjee’s observa-
tions suffer from the same limitation as Sanyal’s. By avoiding the first step 
of primitive accumulation—forced separation of direct producers from 
their means of labour, Sanyal and Chatterjee do not engage with the site of 
primitive accumulation. They do not tell us what allows primitive accumu-
lation to take place, how it is organised, and what makes primitive accumu-
lation inevitable, if at all. Consequently, they neither consider any forms of 
politics and resistance other than “the reversal of effects of primitive accu-
mulation” through government interventions nor analyse the waves of 
resistance movements against land grab and massive state violence and 
repression in India and other Third World countries. Like Sanyal, Chatterjee 
also thinks that primitive accumulation creates a crisis of legitimacy in a 
democracy; as he writes, “the old-fashioned methods of putting down peas-
ant resistance by armed repression have little chance of gaining legitimacy” 
(Chatterjee 2008: 55 and passim). He sees negotiating the terms and 
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content of resettlement by “the victims of the primitive accumulation of 
capital” as the only possible or most effective form of politics and response 
to primitive accumulation.11

This thesis is a misreading of the politics of social movements against forced 
land acquisition in India,12 most of whose first stance is to reject any compen-
sation and rehabilitation package. The social movements challenge the para-
digm of “just and fair land acquisition” of the Right to Fair Compensation 
and Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 
2013 (henceforth, LARR 2013) (see Sarkar 2011), which they see as an ideo-
logical tool of the state to gain legitimacy. After relentless violence, armed 
repression and co-option of leaders, the state breaks down and defeats a social 
movement and forces “the victims of the primitive accumulation of capital” 
to accept compensation and rehabilitation package. So, the transition from a 
regime of “armed repression” to “negotiation” that Chatterjee points to has 
never taken place in the Fifth Schedule Areas of India.

David Harvey and Kalyan Sanyal demonstrate that primitive accumulation 
is at the heart of contemporary capitalism, and the postcolonial countries are 
the theatre of such a process. Sanyal and Chatterjee show us that reversal of 
primitive accumulation is a strategy to manage capitalist antagonism and the 
consequences of primitive accumulation. In this book, I will explore diverse 
ways in which dislocation and antagonism (explained later in the chapter) 
induced by primitive accumulation manifests, creating various possibilities of 
politics, which may or may not succeed in countering primitive accumulation. 
I have chosen to investigate primitive accumulation in central India’s Adivasi-
dominated, mineral-rich Fifth Schedule Areas. Following Foucault, I will 
explore the history of the transformation of power in the vis-à-vis the land 
question of capital in these Areas. Following Sanyal, who has argued that the 
ever-present primitive accumulation punctures the narrative of linear transi-
tion to (self-subsistent) capitalism, my account in this book aims to prick the 
narrative of linear development and democratisation of power.

The postcolonial state, donors, civil society, and NGOs have intervened 
in these Fifth Schedule Areas in specific ways since independence to create 
institutions and assemble a polity and an economy, both before and after 
the event of primitive accumulation. This process of assembling the modal-
ities of power has been discontinuous and came into being through the 
collaboration between the government and locally influential people, and 
by the confrontation, advocacy and collaboration between the government, 
local communities, and NGOs—as we shall see Chapters 2 and 3. This 
history shows that there has been a concerted attempt to construct a 
“democracy” in anticipation of primitive accumulation, a “democracy” 
that is expected to facilitate (and not regulate) primitive accumulation.

Part II: Liberalisation and Primitive Accumulation in the Fifth 
Schedule Areas

Most of India’s natural resources, such as minerals, coal, forests, and water, 
are in the Fifth Schedule Areas in central India. The Fifth Schedule Areas are 
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home to the Adivasis or the indigenous people. The Adivasis have demanded 
relative autonomy to govern themselves from the British colonial period. 
The three salient provisions of the Fifth Schedule as laid down by the Indian 
Constitution are: “(a) prohibit or restrict the transfer of land by or among 
members of the Scheduled Tribes in such Area,” “(b) regulate the allotment 
of land to the members of the Scheduled Tribes in such Area,” and “(c) 
regulate the carrying on of business as moneylender by persons who lend 
money to members of the Scheduled Tribes in such area.” Through these 
provisions, the Fifth Schedule aims to offer and protect specially recognised 
rights to land to the tribal communities (Wahi and Bhatia 2018). It prevents 
land alienation, i.e., the land of tribal people cannot be purchased by or 
transferred to non-tribals, and they would not have to lose land mortgaged 
to the moneylenders after defaulting on loan repayment.

Contradictory Trajectories of Political Interventions in the Fifth Schedule 
Areas

1993 to 2013 was a watershed period in the history of the Fifth Schedule 
Areas. In 1993, the mining sector was liberalised as part of the overall lib-
eralisation of the Indian economy. The liberalisation allowed Indian and 
foreign private companies to prospect, explore, and extract mineral 
resources. It unleashed a spectre of forced land acquisition in these Areas. 
Many peasants were expropriated, dispossessed, and displaced in this pro-
cess. Since then, the Fifth Schedule Areas have become the main theatre of 
environmental clearance, land grab, deforestation, and displacement, i.e., 
primitive accumulation of capital.

In 1996, The Provisions of the Panchayats (Extension to Scheduled Areas) 
Act (or PESA) was promulgated, providing greater power to the local gov-
ernance institutions in the Fifth Schedule Areas. Section 4(I) of the PESA 
requires the state to consult the gram sabha (village council) or panchayat 
(lowest-level administrative unit) before acquiring any land in the Scheduled 
Areas. However, the latter’s views are not binding on the government. The 
Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of 
Forest Rights) Act 2006 (popularly known as Forest Rights Act 2006 or 
FRA) further extended and strengthened the political and cultural rights of 
the tribals and recognised the claims of the forest dwellers to the land. Both 
PESA and FRA stipulate the legislature of a state to make laws consistent 
with the customary laws and practices of Scheduled Tribes. In 1997, while 
delivering the judgement in the Samata vs State of Andhra Pradesh Special 
Leave Petition on the dispute over leasing tribal lands in the Fifth Scheduled 
Areas to private mining industries by the Government of Andhra Pradesh, 
the Supreme Court declared the government as a non-tribal person. It stip-
ulated strict conditions for transferring tribal land to non-tribal persons 
and entities (Bhanumathi and Rebbapragada 2001). As it is popularly 
known, the Samata Judgement is considered to have put limits on the power 
of the state to acquire or transfer land belonging to a tribal person.
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In 2013, the Indian Parliament replaced the much contentious Land 
Acquisition Act, 1894 with The Right to Fair Compensation and 
Transparency in Land Acquisition, Rehabilitation and Resettlement Act, 
2013 (henceforth, LARR 2013). The new Act tried to rectify the controver-
sial provisions of the older act (see below), limited the state’s remit, and 
offered more substantial rights and greater scope of participation to the 
people whose land would be acquired. In addition, it provided a new frame-
work for land acquisition:

An Act to ensure, in consultation with institutions of local self-govern-
ment and Gram Sabhas established under the Constitution, a humane, 
participative, informed and transparent process for land acquisition for 
industrialisation, development of essential infrastructural facilities and 
urbanisation with the least disturbance to the owners of the land and 
other affected families and provide just and fair compensation to the 
affected families whose land has been acquired or proposed to be 
acquired or are affected by such acquisition and make adequate provi-
sions for such affected persons for their rehabilitation and resettlement 
and for ensuring that the cumulative outcome of compulsory acquisi-
tion should be that affected persons become partners in development 
leading to an improvement in their post acquisition social and eco-
nomic status and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.

(text of LARR 2013, emphasis added)

In the absence of a land market, the “just and fair compensation” amount 
replaces the price of land. In addition, the rehabilitation and resettlement 
package compensates for the social impact of the acquisition on the pro-
ject-affected displaced persons. By offering such compensations, the Act 
simulates the uncoerced market transaction of equivalent for equivalent 
between a willing buyer and a willing seller where prior consultation 
removes the information asymmetry between the two parties.13 The Act 
thereby claims to offer a paradigm of “a humane, participative, informed 
and transparent process for land acquisition.” Under this Act, the land 
acquisition would take place within a framework of justice of the mar-
ket,14 limiting the exceptional power of the state to extinguish property 
rights.15

Thus, since the 1990s, two contradictory trajectories developed in the 
Fifth Schedule Areas: (i) the liberalisation of the mining sector in 1993 
immediately opened up these areas to the Indian and multinational mining 
companies, which led to large-scale forest clearance and forced land acqui-
sition, dispossession and displacement of the tribal people, and (ii) PESA 
and FRA accorded relative autonomy to the tribal people of the same areas, 
FRA recognised their cultural rights, and LARR 2013 and the Samata 
judgement of 1997 limited the power of the state. The two strands of ideo-
logical positions on tribal life16 collided once again: the decision to liberalise 
and open the mining sectors to the global mining companies in the Fifth 
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Schedule Areas in 1993 came out of the integration-development argument, 
whereas the promulgation of PESA can be seen as part of the isolation-au-
tonomy-preservation line. FRA 2006 makes an isolation-autonomy-preser-
vation argument within the rights-based development framework. How is it 
possible to grant relative autonomy to a group of people and, at the same 
time, expropriate them? As I shall show in the later chapters, this contradic-
tion was difficult to reconcile and resolve in the post-liberalisation period. 
It was likely that the Indian state had expected that gradual strengthening 
and expansion of grassroots-level democratic institutions through PESA 
and FRA would regulate the process of forced land acquisition and the 
ensuing spatial transformation. It would offer possibilities for democratic 
dialogue and negotiation with the state and capital (as Sanyal-Chatterjee 
would argue). However, the experience of central India was contrary to 
such an expectation.

Since 1993, central India has been a target of land acquisition and forest 
clearance for extraction of minerals and coal, setting up (electricity) power 
stations, refineries, and factories, and building new roads, railway lines, 
irrigation infrastructure, and dams. The people all over the Fifth Schedule 
and adjacent areas have organised themselves to form resistance move-
ments. The anti-mining movements in the bauxite-rich areas of Rayagada/
Kashipur (Utkal Alumina, Aditya Birla, L&T) and Lanjigarh/Niyamgiri 
(Vedanta), the iron-ore rich areas of Jajpur/Kalinganagar (POSCO, Tata 
Steel and many other companies) of Odisha; movements in Jharkhand 
against Kohinoor Steel Plant, Bhushan Steel, Jupiter cement factory, Tata 
Steel, ArcelorMittal, Jindal Steel, Essar Steel, Adani Power, and CESC 
Limited; anti-bauxite mining movement in Visakhapatnam, Andhra 
Pradesh; movements against iron-ore mining in Bastar (Bailadila), coal min-
ing in Bastar (Hasdeo Aranya), Sarguja and Raigarh districts; and against 
coal mining in the Mahan forest of Madhya Pradesh are a few prominent 
social movements. The Land Conflict Watch, a Delhi-based research organ-
isation, has mapped and collated information on all land conflicts in India, 
including those in the Fifth Schedule Areas (marked with boundaries). This 
map17 is a testimony that land acquisition is the most significant source of 
conflict in India today. The federal states and the central government have 
tried to suppress these movements by deploying paramilitary and armed 
police forces and unleashing extraordinary violence.

The imperative to open new territories to the mining companies has 
superseded the legal provisions and executive interventions to expand 
democracy. The liberalisation of the mining sector has brought in more 
significant changes in the Fifth Schedule Areas than what PESA, FRA, 
LARR, or the Samata judgement can moderate or regulate. Indian liberal 
democracy has failed to create a capitalist hegemony and resorted to state 
violence and brute dominance for capitalist expansion. As I will explain in 
the following chapters, the very nature and process of formation, structur-
ation, and reproduction of power relationships in these areas make democ-
racy weaker. How do we methodologically approach this problematic?
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As I have already mentioned, Michel Foucault helps us understand the 
historical structuration of power that regulates, facilitates, and obstructs 
capitalist transformation. Ernesto Laclau and Chantal Mouffe assist us in 
understanding how the capitalist antagonism can become ‘unmanageable’ 
within these historical modalities of power and expose the limits of politics 
and political economy in the Fifth Schedule Areas. Moreover, they help us 
understand the logics18 of this politics, the role of social antagonism in it, 
and how various groups struggle to establish hegemony. In the next section, 
I will engage with Laclau and Mouffe to develop an analytical framework 
that will enable us to analyse and explain the dynamics of primitive accu-
mulation in a democratic polity.

Map  District-wise distribution of land conflicts and the Fifth Schedule districts 
(marked with boundaries). The bold indicates the number of land conflicts in 
a district. 

Source: “Locating the Breach: Mapping the Nature of Land Conflicts in India,” Land Conflict 
Watch Report, page 19.
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Part III: A Framework for Studying the Political Conditions of 
Primitive Accumulation

Laclau-Mouffe’s Framework of Hegemonic Politics

In Ernesto Laclau’s and Chantal Mouffe’s theorisation, “hegemony” is 
equivalent to Foucault’s modalities of power, and it is both a process and an 
outcome.19 Hegemony is the process through which political interventions 
construct (new) identities or re-construct the destabilised ones. The two 
conditions for hegemonic politics are (i) the existence of antagonistic forces 
and (ii) the instability of the political frontiers that divide them (Laclau and 
Mouffe 1985: 136).

Antagonism is defined as the condition where “social agents are unable to 
attain fully their identity” (Howarth and Stavrakakis 2000:10, emphasis in 
original). In other words, the full presence of the social agent is prevented. 
This impossibility to fully constitute oneself is projected on the ‘Other,’ 
whom the social agents “construct as an ‘enemy’ who is deemed responsible 
for this ‘failure’.” The ‘Other’ does not allow the agent to be fully herself. 
Social identities are said to be “blocked” by antagonistic forces, which are 
constructed as “enemy(ies).” Thus, the negativity (the experience of ‘failure,’ 
or ‘lack’) introduced by antagonistic forces is irreconcilable. In that way, 
antagonism shows the “limit of social objectivity,” wherein the society can-
not be stabilised into a meaningful construct (ibid.: 9). The agent whose 
identity is blocked requires a political resolution of the same.

The antagonistic forces (i.e., identifiable external agents) cause dislocation 
(Laclau 1990: 40 and passim) and open a provisionally closed and sedi-
mented structure, producing an inside–outside division in the political ter-
rain.20 Dislocation creates new opportunities or possibilities for recomposing 
a discursive structure. It causes a crisis of identity, “an outside which both 
denies that identity and provides its condition of possibility at the same 
time” (Laclau 1990: 39). In other words, this “outside” both threatens the 
identity and, at the same time, supplies a foundation for constructing new 
identities. Dislocation creates new subject positions21 by re-ordering the dis-
cursive structure. Political subjects are “forced to take decisions—or identify 
with certain political projects and the discourses they articulate” (Howarth 
and Stavrakakis 2000: 14). In this situation of ‘flux’ [in my word], the polit-
ical agency can be analytically understood as the agency of (i) the interven-
ers, who try to impose an order or meaning; and (ii) the ‘subject-in-crisis’ [in 
my word] who tries to create new political projects or identify with the exist-
ing projects. What interface (i.e., the system of representation) exists or will 
develop between these two sets of agents, and how they interact (i.e., the 
process of determining the content of the project) cannot be determined or 
explained a priori—it depends on the ensuing hegemonic political practices.

The two ‘logics’22 through which the hegemonic politics tries to either 
re-construct the dislocated identities in the older form or forge a new iden-
tity are (i) logic of difference and (ii) logic of equivalence, respectively. 
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The ‘logic of equivalence’ divides the political field along the antagonism. It 
brings together and organises elements into opposing poles and expands 
horizontally by establishing relationships between various identities and 
social movements based on these identities to create a coalition and a com-
mon political project. This division leads to the bifurcation and simplifica-
tion of the political field into “friend” and “enemy.” Laclau calls the coalition 
[in my word] of political entities the chain of equivalence. The hegemonic 
political interventions try to create relations of equivalence between various 
particularities (identities and subjectivities) and bring those under a com-
mon (meaningful) project. The outcome of such an intervention is “the dis-
cursive construction of politico-ideological frontiers and the dichotomisation 
of social spaces” (Laclau 2000: xi) and the creation of new forms of con-
crete social order (Howarth and Stavrakakis 2000: 14). The dominant party 
or regime deploys the ‘logic of difference’ to absorb or deflect antagonisms 
and oppositions by accommodating the destabilised elements vertically, 
which Laclau calls a chain of difference. This chain tries to dissolve the 
chain of equivalence.

There is no a priori privileged political subject (e.g., the working class), 
which can take up the role of ‘hegemon’ [i.e., ‘leader’ of the hegemonic 
project, in my words]. Therefore, “if there is a subject of a certain global 
emancipation” then, “it can be politically constructed only through the 
equivalence of a plurality of demands” (Laclau in Butler et al. 2000: 55, 
emphasis in original). The unevenness of power relationships within the 
popular pole understood as the ability to overthrow the oppressive regime 
must be acknowledged. Any anarchist desire for non-subjugation to anyone 
must be avoided. The “unevenness of power is constitutive of hegemonic 
relationships” (ibid: 54, emphasis in original). Otherwise, any movement on 
its own could have found the desired resolution. Therefore, the political 
structure that emerges from this unevenness of power is representational. 
The logics of difference and equivalence and Laclau-Mouffe’s political 
strategy are diagrammatically shown in Figure 1.1.

Reconstituting Laclau-Mouffe’s Framework: Primitive Accumulation as a 
Dislocatory Event

In our case, the capitalist imperative for expansion is the external antago-
nistic force, and primitive accumulation is a dislocatory political event, 
which capitalism periodically produces. Primitive accumulation destabilises 
an existing structure (of economy and society) and identities and produces 
fragmentary subject positions. We can call a fragmentary subject position 
with destabilised identity “the subaltern.” Laclau and Mouffe theorise what 
is to be done with these destabilised identities. Their strategic politics looks 
for means to bring these fragmentary subaltern positions [in my words] 
together by constructing a chain of equivalence so that a larger political 
movement (coalition) can emerge.
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